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Mongolian Libraries Assessment

Collaborative outreach between ACMS and WWU
Purpose

Preliminary assessment
- Use site visits to determine common themes and needs
- Identify partners for collaboration
- Targeting the next political cycle for projects

Present at and participate in a two day conference
- Jenny on scholarly communication
- Gabe on developing research spaces and the role of librarian as educator
A pictorial tour illustrating some common themes
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Library Challenges in the 21st Century Forum
Introductory Discussion:

Brainstorm in groups some common questions about scholarly communications that you are asked or that you wonder about. Make a list.
And some other just for fun stuff
Moving forward . . .

Western Libraries is a regular participant in an annual conference in Mongolia

- Examining hosting content in CEDAR
- Develop strands focused on:
  - Copyright/fair use
  - Different library types
  - Cataloging

Resource page

- Develop a content access page for researchers within Mongolia
- Develop a curriculum and outreach to enhance use
- Connect to Mongolian version of LIT
- Possible chance to collaborate with a library school student
Questions?
See our report at bit.ly/MLib16